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The multiphoton absorption mechanism of anharmonic molecular bonds in laser fields of high intensity is
investigated. The time dependence of the absorbed energy as a function of field frequency is studied for a
number of cases of varying anharmonicity and field strength. It is found that the short-time dynamics can be
meaningfully described by an ‘‘apparent detuning.’’ The results obtained with a continuous-wave field are used
for the design of Gaussian pulses.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The interaction of atoms and molecules with short, in-
tense laser pulses is presently a subject of study of consider-
able interest, not in the least because of the growing possi-
bilities of time-resolved experiments using modern
femtosecond techniques. The theoretical analysis of such ex-
periments necessitates the solution of the time-dependent
Schrödinger equation. To this end, during the past decade
various analytical and numerical techniques have been devel-
oped and applied to realistic molecular systems. There is,
however, also a need for simple generic nonperturbative
models, which help in understanding the individual steps in
the complicated mechanism of intramolecular dynamics.

Here we focus attention on the infrared multiphoton ab-
sorption of a diatomic molecule or an isolated molecular
bond. It is well known that the anharmonicity of the vibra-
tion spectrum impedes the efficiency of this process because
the field becomes more and more off resonance as one
climbs through the anharmonically spaced higher levels. As
real molecules are anharmonic, it is interesting to study sys-
tematically the effects of anharmonicity on the multiphoton
absorption mechanism.

Previous investigations of the driven anharmonic oscilla-
tor ~see@1#! have concentrated mostly on the correspondence
between classical and quantum descriptions or on the influ-
ence of the field parameters at some fixed typical degree of
anharmonicity. In this paper we wish to report on a number
of numerical experiments, using a simple but realistic model
problem, by which we study the time propagation of a wave
packet in anharmonic potentials of different anharmonicity
under the action of a time-dependent external field of high
intensity.

It has been noticed before that the resonant multiphoton
absorption is a long-time process. This means that if the
molecule is exposed to the action of a resonant monochro-
matic field, the number of absorbed photons can still increase
after a large number of recurrences of the quasiperiodic
propagation of the wave packet. In view of the application of
pulsed fields with short~femtosecond! duration, however, we
focus in this paper on the short-time behavior of the system,
which, depending on anharmonicity and field strength, is

typically of the order of 20 optical cycles or a few hundred
femtoseconds. We shall analyze the characteristics of the en-
ergy absorption mechanism as a function of anharmonicity,
field strength, and field frequency using a square pulse and
show that this analysis is useful to predict the behavior also
under the action of more realistic pulse shapes such as
Gaussian pulses.

In Sec. II we consider the problem of a molecular vibrator
interacting with an external dipole field. We describe con-
cisely a numerical algorithm to solve the time-dependent
Schrödinger equation. We do not pretend that this is the most
efficient computational method to tackle our problem. How-
ever, we have this one at our disposal@2# and we find it
sufficiently accurate and rapid for our purpose.

In Sec. III we define a family of Morse potentials with
varying anharmonicity. We give numerical results, which il-
lustrate the role of anharmonicity in the multiphoton absorp-
tion process.

II. MODEL AND METHOD

Let us consider the simplified problem of a diatomic mol-
ecule with reduced massM and internuclear distanceR in an
isolated electronic state and disregarding the influence of ro-
tational motion. The relevant Schro¨dinger equation is then

i\
]c~R,t !

]t
5~H01H1!c~R,t !, ~1!

where

H052
\2

2M

]2

]R2 1V~R! ~2!

is the molecular Hamiltonian in the adiabatic approximation
andH1 is the interaction with the field. To simulate the an-
harmonicity we shall use the Morse potential with equilib-
rium distanceR0 and dissociation energyD

V~R!5D$12exp@2a~R2R0!#%
2. ~3!

It is customary to consider as a measure for the anharmonic-
ity the so-called anharmonicity parameter
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b5
\v

4D
, ~4!

wherev is the frequency of the harmonic oscillator corre-
sponding to the quadratic approximation ofV

v5aS 2DM D 1/2. ~5!

Although we could have simulated anharmonicity other-
wise, e.g., by taking cubic or quartic oscillators, we have
preferred the Morse potential because of its traditional use in
molecular physics. With this choice we have linked anhar-
monicity to dissociation energy. In the context of our work
here, however, dissociation is an unimportant phenomenon,
quantitatively as well as qualitatively.

For the interaction with the external field we use the di-
pole approximation in the length gauge@3#

H152m~R!E~ t ! ~6!

with dipole moment functionm(R) and electric fieldE(t). In
the one-dimensional model used here, the electric field is
assumed to be linearly polarized along the internuclear axis.
For the dipole moment function we shall use the linear ap-
proximation

m~R!5qR, ~7!

whereq is an effective charge.
The form ~7! of the dipole function diverges for largeR

and hence one might be suspicious about the validity of the
linear approximation when very extended vibrational eigen-
functions enter into the calculation, i.e., for highly excited
states in a strongly anharmonic potential. In order to monitor
this effect we have also considered twoad hocforms of the
dipole function

m1~R!5q
R2

R0
expS 2

R2R0

R0
D , ~8!

m2~R!5qR0 expS 2
R2R0

R0
D . ~9!

They are chosen such that they converge to zero for largeR
and have the properties

m1~R0!5qR05m2~R0!, ~10!

S dm1

dR D
R0

5q52S dm2

dR D
R0

. ~11!

For the electric field we take a continuous wave with fre-
quencyV

E~ t !5E cosVt. ~12!

It is assumed that this field is switched on and off suddenly at
the initial and final times. In Sec. IV we shall also consider
fields modulated by a Gaussian envelope. In order to test the
insensitivity of the results to the phase of the field, we also
considered a time dependence of the form sinVt ~phase shift

of p/2! while the difference between usingm1 andm2 is, in a
sense, equivalent to a phase shift ofp.

As for the amplitudeE we have to distinguish between
weak, strong, and superstrong cases. The weak field can be
treated by perturbation theory and described in terms of ab-
sorption of limited numbers of photons. The strong field
must be treated by nonperturbative methods and is the case
that interests us here. The superstrong may give rise to ion-
ization of the molecule, which is a complication we wish to
avoid in this paper.

It should be pointed out that the model contains in effect
only one potential parameterb and two field parametersV
and qE/abD, as can be seen by transforming~1! to a di-
mensionless length parameterx5aR and a dimensionless
time parametert5vt. Indeed, after these substitutions we
obtain, for the wave functionf(x,t)5c(R,t), the equation

i
]f~x,t!

]t
52b

]2f~x,t!

]x2
1

1

4b
$12exp@2~x2x0!#%

2

3f~x,t!2xF cosS V

v
t Df~x,t!, ~13!

where

F5
qEA2D
\v2AM

. ~14!

We note that there are only three essential parameters in the
problem: the anharmonicity of the systemb and two field
parameters, the frequency parameterV/v and the amplitude
parameterF. If the initial condition is represented by a sta-
tionary state ofH0, it depends only on theb parameter. In
particular, we see that the reduced massM is not an inde-
pendent parameter; changingM can be accommodated
by changing E, i.e., different problems with the same
E/AM will yield the same results. With a givenb all ener-
gies ~eigenvalues ofH0, dissociation energy, and so on! are
scaled with the same factor\v. More specifically, the mo-
lecular energŷcuH0uc& can be written as\v times a function
of the three parameters mentioned above:b, F, andV/v.

The time evolution is generated by the propagator

U~ t !5T expS 2
i

\ E
0

t

ds H~s! D , ~15!

whereT is the Dyson time-ordering operator andH contains
the kinetic energyT and the potential energyW, including
the field-molecule interaction. The propagator is broken up
into short time slices

U~ t !5)
1

N

U~«!, t5«N ~16!

with N large and« small. This allows one to use an approxi-
mate short-time propagator forU~«! given by
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U~ t j ,t j21!'expS 2
i

\
T

«

2D expS 2
i

\ E
t j21

t j
ds W~s! D

3expS 2
i

\
T

«

2D , ~17!

which is correct up to second order in« provided the time-
dependent field is well behaved~analytic! in the time vari-
able. This is referred to as the ‘‘split operator’’ scheme@4#.
The power of the algorithm lies in the splitting of theW and
T terms. The action of the first is evaluated while the wave
function c is in a coordinate representation, i.e., defined by
its values on a grid in coordinate space. For the second, one
transforms the wave function to the momentum representa-
tion, using the discrete Fourier transform associated with the
grid. TheT operator is multiplicative in that representation,
so its action is easy to evaluate. Afterward one transformsc
back to the coordinate representation with an inverse Fourier
transform. This is a viable approach because of the availabil-
ity of fast Fourier transform software that performs these
transformations very efficiently.

The parameters of the grid on which theR dependence is
represented and the time slice« are essential parameters in
the computer program. Care has been taken to choose the
end points of the grid and the number of grid points so as to
cover sufficiently well the spatial dependence of all vibra-
tional eigenfunctions entering the dynamics. The time slice
has been determined by considering both the maximum ki-
netic energy involved in the motion of the wave packet and
the period of the external field.

From the calculated time-dependent wave functionc(t)
we can extract other quantities more amenable to physical
interpretation. We have chosen to analyze the numerical re-
sults in terms of the stationary states of the free molecule and
not, e.g., in terms of quasistationary Floquet states.

Our main quantity of investigation is the absorbed energy

E~ t !5^c~ t !uH0uc~ t !&2^c~0!uH0uc~0!&. ~18!

In this paper we shall always assume the initial state to be the
ground state of the free system.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section we shall implement the model and the com-
putational scheme described above. We first discuss the
choice of model parameters.

Let us consider a family of Morse potentials with fixedv
and variableb. This can be done by varyingD, keepingM
fixed, and adaptinga such thatv remains constant. In Table
I we have listed the relevant parameters using generic values
for M ~104 a.u.! and v ~1022 a.u.!. The anharmonicities
given here practically cover the range of realistic values@5#
for common diatomic molecules, i.e., from 0.003 forI 2 to
0.027 for H2

1.
In these diatomic molecules, the equilibrium distanceR0

varies between 1.4 a.u. for H2 and 4.46 a.u. for NaCl. In our
model we take a generic value of 2 a.u. Changing the value
of R0 does influence the problem only through an overall
phase factor. The ionization potentials of diatomic molecules
show @5# little variation and lie around 0.5 a.u.; therefore

with m'1 we should keepE below 0.5 a.u. The intensityI of
the field, expressed in W/cm2, is, for E50.01, 0.03, and 0.1
a.u., respectively,I53.531012, 1.0531013, and 3.531014,
which are realistic values used frequently in the literature.
We shall use these three values in the subsequent numerical
experiments and refer to them as casesA, B, andC in in-
creasing order of field amplitude. The dipole moments, on
the other hand, show@6# a large variation between 0.047 a.u.
for CO and 3.31 a.u. for NaCl. We fixqR0 at a generic value
of 1 a.u., henceq50.5 a.u. As far as the field frequency is
concerned, relevant values are the multiphoton resonances,
given by

Vv5
Ev2E0

\v
. ~19!

Using the exact Morse eigenvaluesEv5\v[(v1 1
2 )2b(v1

1
2 )

2], we get

Vv5v@12b~v11!#. ~20!

During the initial time period after the interaction has
been switched on, a number of photons are absorbed from
the field and a number of vibrational quanta are excited in
the molecule. After a later time, photons are again absorbed
by the field and the molecule is deexcited. In the language of
wave packets, if at timet50 the molecule is in the ground
statef0, then at a later timet, c(t) will represent a nonsta-
tionary wave packet consisting of a superposition of station-
ary states. Walker and Preston@1# already noted that the
wave packet very quickly loses its coherence. Thus the dy-
namics of the Morse oscillator deviates from harmonic be-
havior already after the first few optical cycles. Nevertheless,
one would expect that the photon absorption mechanism will
show some regularity in the beginning before becoming, in a
certain sense, stochastic due to the complicated structure of
the wave function at later times. We shall not explicitly study
here the wave function itself, but instead other quantities,
related to the stationary states ofH0, which allow a more
familiar interpretation. The efficiency of the absorption pro-
cess is reflected in the value of the absorbed energyE(t).
This quantity will show a quasiperiodic structure and we
shall concentrate on the first quasiperiod.

TABLE I. Morse potential parameters and field amplitude pa-
rameter for cases of increasing anharmonicity and field strength
with fixedM5104 andv51022. All quantities are in a.u.

Case D b E F

A1 0.5 0.005 00 0.01 0.500
A2 0.3 0.008 33 0.01 0.387
A3 0.1 0.025 00 0.01 0.224

B1 0.5 0.005 00 0.03 1.500
B2 0.3 0.008 33 0.03 1.161
B3 0.1 0.025 00 0.03 0.672

C1 0.5 0.005 00 0.10 5.000
C2 0.3 0.008 33 0.10 3.873
C3 0.1 0.025 00 0.10 2.236
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In order to bring out the effects specifically due to anhar-
monicity, it is instructive to compare our results with those of
the harmonic oscillator with frequencyv. The analytic solu-
tion of the driven harmonic oscillator is well known. The
basic quantity here is

r~ t !5
q2

2M\v U E
0

t

E~ t8!exp~ ivt8!dt8U2, ~21!

in terms of which the absorbed energy can simply be written
as

E~ t !5\vr~ t !. ~22!

In the ideal case of a monochromatic field~12!, tuned exactly
to the frequency of the harmonic oscillator,E(t) will in-
crease without bound according to the law~neglecting terms
of order 1/vt!

E~ t !5
~qE!2

8M
t2. ~23!

In the case where there is a detuningD5V2v, we have
@neglecting small, rapidly oscillating terms of orderD/~V
1v!# a periodic behavior

E~ t !5
~qE!2

2MD2 sin
2S Dt

2 D . ~24!

In this case the maximum absorbed energyE and the ‘‘rising
time’’ ~we use the term coined in@7#! T are related to the
detuning in the obvious manner

E5
~qE0!

2

2MD2 , ~25!

T5
p

D
. ~26!

Let us first look at the typical anharmonic caseB2 of
intermediate anharmonicity and intermediate field amplitude.
In Fig. 1 we show the total molecular energy for various
values ofVv .

The exact curves would show a small component, rapidly
oscillating with twice the field frequency. In the figure we
have smoothed out these wiggles for the sake of clarity. We
note the parabolalike rising of the energy, culminating in a
maximum valueEv at a rising timeTv , depending onv.
From Fig. 1 we can distinguish between three different re-
gimes. For the low-v values~v,8!, i.e., for high frequencies
Vv , the rising time and maximum energy progressively in-
crease. For these cases there is a minimum at about 2Tv ,
marking a recurrence of the absorption process, that becomes
less pronounced for increasingv. For higher-v values~v.7!
the maximum absorbed energy decreases and very soon also
the rising time decreases. Intermediate values, such as, e.g.,
v512, do not display a regular recurrence pattern, but show
a rather constant absorption andT andE lose their signifi-
cance. Finally, for largev ~v.16!, both rising time and en-
ergy are small and the time dependence tends toward a
simple Rabi oscillation.

In all the cases investigated, i.e., for three values ofE and
for three values ofb, mentioned in Table I, we obtain the
same qualitative picture. A quantitative description can be
obtained by listing, as a function of inverse anharmonicity
~D parameter!, the values ofv, Tv , andEv corresponding to
that value ofVv which yields the greatestEv . This we show
in Table II. It may be noticed that there is an approximate
linear relationship between the three quantities andD.

The characteristics of the absorption dynamics, as exem-
plified in the time dependence of the molecular energy, can
be analyzed in terms of an empirically defined ‘‘apparent
detuning,’’ which we determine from the rising time in anal-
ogy with formula~26!

uDvu5
p

Tv
, ~27!

countingDv negative whenTv decreases with increasingv.
In Figs. 2–4 we show the variation ofDv as a function ofv
~or, equivalently, as a function of field frequency! for all the
cases studied.

FIG. 1. Total molecular energy versus time for caseB2 ~see
Table I!. The curves are labeled by the resonance orderv, i.e., the
field frequencyVv corresponds to av-photon absorption. All quan-
tities are in a.u.

TABLE II. Resonance orderv, rising timeTv , and maximum
absorbed energyEv , corresponding to the optimum field frequency
Vv , for each of the cases listed in Table I. All quantities are in a.u.

Case D v Tv Ev

A1 0.5 5 17 500 0.05
A2 0.3 3 14 000 0.03
A3 0.1 2 11 000 0.01

B1 0.5 10 8 500 0.12
B2 0.3 7 7 000 0.08
B3 0.1 3 4 500 0.03

C1 0.5 25 3 900 0.26
C2 0.3 17 3 200 0.18
C3 0.1 8 2 300 0.08
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From these graphs we see that the distinction between the
regimes described above is well defined. The same sharp
transition between two frequency regions is also clear from
Ev as can be observed from Fig. 5.

The behavior ofDv can be explained by the anharmonic
nature of the Morse spectrum. When, at a given field fre-
quency, the Morse oscillator has absorbed a numberNv of
photons~on the averageNv5Ev/\Vv!, the wave packet ex-
ists in an excited region of the spectrum that can be simu-
lated by a harmonic oscillator with apparent frequency
vv.v(122bv). Because of the anharmonicity, thisvv will
decrease with increasing number of absorbed photons. Now,
scanning the frequencyVv downward fromV1, for low v,
Nv is larger thanv and hence the detuningDv5Vv2vv is
positive. With decreasingVv , v approaches more and more
Nv and the detuning decreases. However, because of the un-
equal spacing of the vibrational levels, noV will yield a
vanishing apparent detuning. A further decrease ofVv below

a critical value makes the absorption of the first few photons
very inefficient, so thatvv rises again and makes the detun-
ing become negative. At very highv and hence very small
field frequency only the first excited state is populated appre-
ciably and the situation becomes that of a two-level system
with a large detuning.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have considered the dynamics of molecu-
lar anharmonic oscillators in dipole fields of high intensity.
We have studied extensively the absorption of energy by the
molecule as a function of the anharmonicity and the field
strength. We have focused our attention on the rising time
interval during which the molecule ‘‘climbs up’’ the station-
ary spectrum.

The characteristics of the absorption mechanism can be
described in terms of an apparent detuning. This parameter is

FIG. 2. Apparent detuning versus resonance orderv for the
casesA1, A2, A3 ~see Table I! of lowest field strengthE50.01.
All quantities are in a.u.

FIG. 3. Apparent detuning versus resonance orderv for the
casesB1, B2, B3 ~see Table I! of intermediate field strength
E50.03. All quantities are in a.u.

FIG. 4. Apparent detuning versus resonance orderv for the
casesC1,C2,C3 ~see Table I! of highest field strengthE50.10. All
quantities are in a.u.

FIG. 5. Maximum absorbed energy versus resonance orderv for
the casesB1, B2, B3 ~see Table I! of intermediate field strength.
All quantities are in a.u.
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derived empirically from the numerical data. It monitors well
the different regimes that can be observed as a function of
field frequency.

The analysis of the dynamics under a continuous-wave
field, presented in this paper, can be used to predict the re-
sponse of the anharmonic oscillator to a Gaussian pulse. Let
us take an external fieldE(t) consisting of a carrier wave of
frequencyV and an amplitude modulated by a Gaussian en-
velope

E~ t !5A cosVt expS 2
~ t2t0!

2

t2 D . ~28!

We wish to apply this pulsed field to our typical caseB2 and
show that the parameters of~28! can be chosena priori so as
to produce a final state of the molecule with large or small
absorbed energy. Let us choose the optimum resonant fre-
quencyV7. The pulse durationt is such that the intensityE

2

has a full width at half maximum of 5000 a.u., i.e., of the
same order of the rising time. We fix the pulse maximum
t05t, which means that the intensity att50 is only A2/16,
i.e., small enough to consider the field as switched on adia-
batically. Then we vary the amplitude parameterA. In Fig. 6
we display the energy of the molecule versus time for vari-
ous choices ofA.

We note that by an optimum choice ofA ~A50.037! the
molecule is left with the maximum final energy, almost equal
to the maximumE7. Another choice~A50.072! results in a
pulse that leaves the molecule in a state of minimum energy.
A particular choice derives from the rule of equal integrated
amplitude, i.e., if we take the integrated amplitude of the
Gaussian pulse to be equal to that of the square pulse with
durationT

A5
1

Ap

T

t
E. ~29!

If now we take forT the rising time, i.e.,T.Tv a.u. and
A50.028, then it is seen that the energy absorbed during the
Gaussian pulse is monotonically increasing; the interaction
with the field ceases at the moment of largest absorption. The
counterintuitive fact that a higher field amplitude produces
less absorption is an effect of the anharmonicity. Indeed the
harmonic oscillator driven by a Gaussian pulse would yield
final energies that scale asA2.
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APPENDIX

In the foregoing study we have used the linear approxi-
mation to the dipole function. As the excited wave packet
contains components from the high-energy part of the vibra-
tional spectrum, it can extend far onto theR axis and hence
the wrong behavior of the linear dipole function at a large
distance might pose a problem. In order to test the validity of
the model we have, in Sec. II@Eqs.~8! and ~9!#, introduced
two other models for the dipole functionm(R). In Fig. 7 we
show, for all three dipole models, the total energy versus
time for the caseC1, with V5V25, where the largest effect
of the tail of m(R) is expected. It can be seen from this
result, comparing the linear model with both nonlinear for-
mulas, that the conclusions aboutE andT are not affected by
the choice of the dipole model. Also, comparing the nonlin-
ear models with each other, we notice that only the absolute
value of the linear term matters. The latter observation is
equivalent to saying that the change of sign of the electric
field ~phase change ofp! has no effect on the molecular
dynamics.

FIG. 6. Total molecular energy versus time for caseB2 ~see
Table I! under the action of a Gaussian pulse with carrier frequency
V7, with pulse length 5000 and maximum amplitude att55000.
The curves are labeled by the value of the amplitudeA ~see the
text!. CW is the curve corresponding to the continuous wave case of
Fig. 1. All quantities are in a.u.

FIG. 7. Total molecular energy versus time for the caseC1 with
v525 using three different models for the dipole function: full line,
linear dipole; dashed line,m1 @Eq. ~8!#; dotted line,m2 @Eq. ~9!#. All
quantities are in a.u.
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